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N E T W O R K

CREATING A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE

December, 2011
Dear Activist:
Carrying Capacity Network continues to push for Real Solutions to
our Nation's Problems.
First and foremost, we focus on stopping Mass Legal and Illegal
Immigration.
With over 25 Million Americans unemployed or underemployed, we
see NO Justification for:
•

The USA's issuing 125,000 Work Visas each month to
foreigners.

•

Continuing a policy which allows low-skill immigrants to
receive $100 billion/yr in means-tested welfare, and
hundreds of billions more in Education and Health-care
subsidies.

•

Allowing a situation in which 10 million of our own graduates
in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics
cannot find work in those fields (per CIS). Many of the 10
million are unemployed & underemployed, working in fields
unrelated to their training.

•

Allowing the Obama Administration to implement a Stealth
Amnesty of most of the millions of Illegal Aliens in the USA.
By its announced non-deportation policy, the Obama
Administration has de facto legalized all illegal aliens except
those convicted of committing felonies. Those who commit
serious crimes are deported. But why wait until Americans
have been victimized by alien invaders?

•

If continued, the Stealth Amnesty will result in $2.6 Trillion in
extra spending in Social Security and Medicare alone
(Rector, Heritage Foundation).

•

Permitting 7 million Illegal Aliens to continue to hold jobs in
the USA when many Americans cannot find work.
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•

The Obama Administration has been so careless about our National Security that
they created the 'Fast and Furious' operation run through the ATF Bureau
whereby thousands of high caliber weapons were transmitted to Mexican Drug
Cartels. These guns were later implicated in the deaths of two of our Border
Patrol agents (See Rep. D. Issa's Committee Report for details).

•

The Obama Administration working to stop Arizona, Alabama, and other states
from enforcing federal and State laws to stop Illegal Immigration. States have
acted independently because of the Administration's own clear refusal or inability
to enforce those laws or build the border fence for which Congress appropriated
funds.

With over 40 Million(!) Immigrants in the USA in 2010 (U.S. Census Bureau) and about
one million new legal and one million new illegal aliens, and their offspring added to our
population each year. It is time to STOP Mass Legal and Illegal Immigration.

Zero-Net Immigration Moratorium
The Real Solution pushed by CCN and its ASAP! Coalition Allies is a zero-netImmigration Moratorium (This would still allow about 150,000 Immigrants to enter the
US each year to 'replace' those who leave).
Failing to push for a Moratorium sends the message that a continuation of Mass
Immigration is OK, and that just a few changes are necessary.
Pushing for a Moratorium on legal immigration delegitimizes the whole concept of Mass
Immigration.
Failing to push for a Moratorium facilitates illegal immigration, because it sends the
message that Illegals are OK if they are just legalized.
So when pushing any other immigration reform bill it is essential to push for a
Moratorium, first and foremost!
Unfortunately, well-intentioned individuals, and some groups, fail to push for a
Moratorium.

Immigration Reduction, NOT Immigration Management
In failing to push for a moratorium they are, knowingly or not, pushing for a Mass
Immigration Management Policy rather than a Mass Immigration Reduction policy. Such
redirection of policy actually facilitates continued Mass Immigration.
Certain of these groups call merely for a "Suspension' of Mass Immigration or a "TimeOut". This sends the message that a continuation of Mass Immigration is OK and that all
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we need to need to do is just have a temporary halt.
This is NOT the message we need to send to the politicians. We must send the clear
Message that Mass Immigration must be stopped via a Moratorium.
CCN works against another negative impact of Mass Immigration as well.

American Culture, NOT Multi-Culturalism
Open Borders and leading NeoConservative Advocacy groups encourage Immigrants to
preserve their own culture and language, and not to assimilate.
This is causing a Serious Threat to our National Unity and Social Cohesion, and risks
Social Upheaval.
There is considerable evidence that the Proponents of Cultural Marxism are behind this
Threat. Cultural Marxists also push for Politically Correct Speech rather than Free
Speech and generally attack Western Civilization.
CCN has exposed and will continue to expose these threats to our Cultural Carrying
Capacity. In particular, we encourage you to visit our website at
www.carryingcapacity.org and to read the February 2010 posting, an article by William
Lind and commentary "Cultural Marxism, A Threat to the USA?".

Nationalism and Internationalism versus Globalism
CCN and its allies have been working SUCCESSFULLY for years to stop the Globalists’
attempts to dissolve the United States into a Regional State along will Mexico and
Canada. The Globalists have pushed their Plan under various euphemisms, including
'North American Union'. And we expect they will continue this Stealth Initiative.
Fortunately, CCN and Allies have thus far stopped this push!
Consider the devastating effect entanglement with the Eurozone Regional Entity is
having on the citizens of the European nations. The Eurozone Crises could happen
here if the Globalists are allowed to have their way! Globalization is embroiling the
United States in European troubles. The private for-profit Federal Reserve and MegaBank involvement in lending to the Eurozone PIIGS nations is threatening our own
financial and national security.
CCN favors National Sovereignty, National Independence, and National Self-Reliance.
Of course, such would allow International Cooperation and Trade on Fair Terms, but not
the kind of Globalist merging of governance which has caused so much suffering for
Europeans already.
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Audit/Abolish The private for-profit Fed
CCN continues to favor auditing and then abolishing The Globalist Federal Reserve
since it is a private for-profit Cartel of Mega Banks.
The one-time GAO Audit showed for example, that The Fed provided over $3 Trillion in
funding to European Banks. And further analysis indicates that multi billion dollar loans
at as little as 1/100th of one percent interest were made to certain U.S. Mega Financial
institutions. And the U.S. Taxpayer is ultimately on the hook for this largesse.
And The Fed has provided $ hundreds of billions in Quantitative Easing which has
mainly helped the Mega-Globalist Banks and done little or nothing for the Middle Class
Taxpayer. But it has created harmful food and energy price inflation.
These Fed policies have adversely affected the USA's Budgetary and Financial
Carrying Capacity. The U.S. Treasury could constitutionally perform the functions now
performed by The Fed.

Resource Conservation
In a time of high unemployment and massive budget deficits, and a dramatic increase in
the numbers of our own working poor, we need to conserve our own resources for our
own people.
In this connection we believe we should dramatically reduce foreign aid and stop
Military Adventurism overseas. Our Defense expenditures should be focused on
defending the United States and not pursuing 'regime change' in a variety of foreign
lands.
Our own porous borders provide an immeasurable threat to our national defense
allowing, for example, easy entry for ‘terrorists'. Defending the several thousand mile
US borders by land and sea, and air defense, should be our first line of defense.
As a nonprofit organization CCN relies on you for activism and support. Donations are
tax-deductible. All the best in the New Year!
Sincerely,
Carrying Capacity Network
P.S. We are updating our email alert list, so be sure to list your current email address on
the enclosed business reply envelope so that you can receive our Alerts and other
important emailings!

